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• three types of bureaucratic
authority with different means
of legitimation:

• i) rational-legal based on impersonal and functional formal legality,
• ii) traditional based on traditional role, status and loyalty, and
• iii) charismatic based on devotion or emotional commitment to a leader.

• historical and institutional forces have led to (but not guaranteed) the
emergence of rational-legal bureaucratic authority,

• superior technical and economic efficiency.

• introduces numerous concepts : careers, social status, social structure, hierarchical organizational structure, power relations
and power structure, and formal organizational rules.
Legitimacy: Acceptance of influence because of perceived justifiability
Authority: The right of some to issue commands to others by virtue of normative rules, tradition, status, or charisma
Definitions

Routinization: The process by which bureaucratization becomes more stable over time.
Succession: The intergenerational mechanism by which routinization occurs, and a particular form of bureaucratic
authority is legitimated.

{Weber, 1946
#3892}

Defines and describes
the three pure types
of bureaucratic
authority and their
means of
legitimation:

a. Rational-legal. Rests on the legality of normative rules of office (impersonal and functional formal legality)
b. Traditional. Rests on an established belief in the traditional role and status structure of society (loyalty)
c. Charismatic. Rests on devotion to the character of a person (trust, emotional commitment)
it becomes routinized as rational-legal, if succession
occurs through norms of recruitment, or as traditional,
if it occurs through inheritance or status.

As opposed to the others, the charismatic type is
considered unstable and transitory because it lacks a
succession mechanism.

Effective succession requires pecuniary incentives, and renders a particular form more adaptable over time.
Calculable rules: Laws or administrative regulations that possess a technical or economic basis for
calculating and evaluating results.
Career: Moving from lower, less important, and lower paid positions in the bureaucratic hierarchy to higher ones.
Ersatz: “Culture-values” that form the background for the impersonal and functional authority structure of
bureaucratic administration.
Status: The social esteem of an official gained through the holding of office in the bureaucratic strata.
Defines the conditions by which the social esteem is highest (i.e., demand for trained expertise, stable social
differentiation, privileged social and economic strata, high trainings costs, strong status conventions) or lowest
(i.e., low demand, weak status).

Definitions

Bureaucratization: A process of purely objective considerations that leads to the differentiation, distribution
and specialization of tasks and activities to achieve technical and economic efficiency.
Societal action: Actions methodically ordered and led by bureaucratic organizations, which are superior to
“mass” or “communal” action
Describes the fundamental features of modern bureaucratic organization and tracks its historical development.

Weber

Modern bureaucratic organization uses calculable and objective rules to ensure the precise, expedient and continuous
discharge and execution of official duties.
a. Distribution of tasks and activities as official duties
3 Key Features:

c. Regulation of expert qualifications
b. Distribution of authority in hierarchies of rank order

{Weber, 1957 #3893}
Dependent Variables

Tasks (Number, Diversification & Complexity)
Bureaucratization
Technical & Economic Efficiency
a.

Development and Outcomes:
Independent Variables

Economic wealth in privileged class

b.

Cultural demands (e.g., consumption, peace / order)

c.

Technical change (e.g., transport & communication)

d.

State size/power (e.g., armies, public finance)

e. Concentration of material means of management
(e.g., armies, universities, research centers, firms)
f.

Population density

g.

Democratization

a. Clear delineation of civic / private activities with civic activities as the primary ones, including a
differentiation of career tenure from the possession of office

Classical

b. Development of special technical knowledge through expert training
Implications:

c. Career advancement through merit-based progress evaluations
d. Status afforded through rank order, and compensation commensurate with that status
e. Bureaucracy is the means for societal action resulting in stable and resilient social structures, which
are difficult to change by those who do not control the power apparatus
f. Homogeneity in social structure and culture (ersatz) can limit bureaucratization

o Assumes that legal-rational authority is the epitome of the three types
o Assumes that legal-rational bureaucratization cannot occur in the absence of pecuniary interests
o Assumes cultural values tend to reduce technical and economic efficiency, when they could also serve as the basis for that efficiency
o Assumes that legal-rational authority results in superior technical and economic efficiency, that are objective and calculable (similar to
Taylorism). Even if it is the most efficient, is it the most effective?
Critiques

o Assumes that calculable rules can perfectly determine or predict individual behavior
o Assumes that only those who control the power can wield influence in organizations
o Assumes that there is no role for culture within organizations
o Assumes that career advancement is objective and calculable, leaving little or no room for nepotism and cronyism
o Assumes that the bureaucratic structure is relatively static and immobile, and does not account for periods of rapid organizational change
o Assumes that charisma is inherently unstable and is inevitably replaced by rational-legal or traditional structures

• famous for his study of social psychology (which he calls “psychology of organization”) and
organizational leadership in pre-World War I European labor unions and socialist parties.
• Once in power, leaders refuse to engage in activities that will endanger loss of their position, and are able to ensconce themselves in office
because of the built-in advantages of their position.
• Thus, “iron law of oligarchy” with increasing levels of organization resulting in diminishing democracy for the rank and file.
Goal displacement: The process whereby organizations subvert their original objectives and replace them with other goals,
sometimes even with objectives that are alien to their original purposes.
Delegate: A representative of the masses, that carries out its will.
Law of Oligarchy: With increased organization, every organization inevitably becomes less democratic, i.e., it becomes divided
into a minority of directors and a majority of the directed. The principal cause of oligarchy is found in the technical
indispensability of leadership.
Definition

Democracy: Participation of the rank and file members in organizational decision making
Organizational leadership: The use of social psychological tactics to wield control and consolidate power over the masses, including
control over communication channels to ordinary members, oratorical and rhetorical gifts, demonstrated indispensability, force of will
to instill obedience, expert knowledge in technical competences, superior political skills and experience, strength of conviction
bordering on fanaticism, self sufficiency, and a perception of genuine goodness of heart and disinterestedness. Leaders emerge
spontaneously, and their functions are accessory and gratuitous. However, they soon become professional leaders, and become stable
and irremovable.
Democratic control undergoes a progressive diminution over time
because gigantic numbers of people cannot possibly undertake
any practical work in a system of direct discussion,

Michels

instead require delegation – in the form of a powerful
organization leadership – to successfully do so.

When a challenge to organizational leadership emerges, the leader is likely to attempt to co-opt or neutralize the challenge.
Iron Law of
Oligarchy:

Model

Organization
Tasks (Number / Diversification / Complexity)
Hierarchical bureaucratization
Rank and file control

Task specialization / differentiation

Organization
Tasks (Number / Diversification / Complexity)
Hierarchical bureaucratization
Committee power

Task specialization / differentiation

Organization
Implications / Limits:

Democracy

# People who exercise power

Effective Power

The increasing wealth and education of the rank and file are the only limits to oligarchy.
• For both Weber and Michels, professionalization of
office holders is important to the effective
management of bureaucratic administration.

• the charismatic leader as an indispensable element of organizations that blurs
the distinction between civic and private life.

• role of organizational tenure, which reflects the accumulated experience and power of individual leaders.
• introduces the concept of intra-organizational power, arguing that established leaders will attempt to co-opt or neutralize their challengers in
order to preserve power and control.
• “to pay attention to deviations from professed goals and rational systems”

Critiques

o Increasing organization may result in greater rank and file power because as the complexity of information increases, it becomes
indispensable for the leadership to depend on the expertise of rank and file members
o Assumes that leadership behavior is predetermined, almost as in a script
o Assumes that organizations are constantly engaged in micro political conflict, particularly in successions of power
existing work system in the early 1900’s characterized by firm owners, foremen and workers.

Ordinary
management:

owners would use incentives to derive the highest productivity from the workers,
workers were left to their own devices on how to best accomplish the work, albeit under the foremen’s supervision.
Commonly referred to as the “rule of thumb system” or the “initiative and incentive system”.
Key assumption is that the natural tendency of workers is to shirk, and that they do not have the capacity to devise best practices
Knowledge acquisition and management

Knowledge acquisition and management
Development of scientific work principles (e.g., rules, laws and formulas)

A specialized division of labor that creates a
new managerial layer with five principal
tasks:

Scientific
Management:

Selection, training and development of the workforce
Cooperation with workers to ensure a consistent execution
Equal division of labor between management and workforce

Presumed to be more efficient than ordinary management
because the inputs and outputs of the process are calculated to achieve the highest productivity possible (i.e.,
specified not only what is going to be done, but how it is going to be done and the exact time allowed for doing it)
Taylor

The efficiency gains are presumed to result in significantly higher profitability and wages to the benefit of owners,
managers, and workers
task specification : careful definition of the requirements of each worker’s job can assure.

effectiveness, as
defined by the
management obtained
through

close control : supervisory control of the worker
application of narrow economic incentives.

specify carefully the task expectations associated with each position

breaking complex tasks down into simpler components

The case of Schmidt, a pig-iron handler, illustrates the principles
moral components of the approach appear in the derogation of the worker and his assumed inferiority
{Thompson, 1967 #4332} "For there is no such thing as economic growth which is not, at the same time, growth or change of a
culture; and the growth of social consciousness, like the growth of a poet's mind, can never, in the last analysis be planned."

Scientific
Management

o Assumes that workers’ nature is to shirk, and therefore, they require close control and economic incentives to increase productivity

Critiques

o Assumes that workers’ input and output can be quantitatively specified and evaluated, ignoring the more qualitative human
factors that can also affect worker productivity
o Assumes that workers are incapable of learning work principles nor have the time to implement them
{Gulick, 1937 #2772}

in public administration

see others like {Fayol, 1949 #4500}
evolution of the systems
paradigm the product of at
least three forces that form
one interacting gestalt:

i) the professionalization of mechanical engineering;
ii) the political culture of Progressivism with its rhetoric on professionalism, equality, order and progress
iii) thee politics of labor unrest, which was perceived as a threat to stable economic and social order.

systems perspective has an intellectual history that predates general systems theory,
The product of professional, cultural and political forces, not necessarily of functional or economic needs.
{Bertalanffy, 1969 #5242}
General systems theory:

{Shenhav, 1995
#4418}

A theoretical perspective that emerged in the 1950’s and has become influential in organization theory.
In its early stage of development, systems commonly meant any method of ordering engineering ideas
and practices. “System is neither more nor less than method.”

1. Systems perspective: cumulative volume of items published on systems as a percentage of the volume devoted to
management issues

Dependent
Variables:

2. Division by management: captures the growth of systems net of the growth in management
1. Professionalization of mechanical engineering: annual membership of ASME. 1-year and 2-year lags included.
2. Progressive period: dummy variable, 1 for the years 1900-1917 and o otherwise.

Independent
Variables:

3. Labor unrest (strikes): The number of strikes. He also included a squared term to cover the hypothesis that the
number of strikes would increase the discourse on systems. At high levels of strikes, however, the effect would be
the reverse.

H1: Professionalization. The systems perspective for organizations grew concomitantly with the number of professional
mechanical engineers (Supported)
Results:

H2: Progressivism. The systems perspective flourished particularly during the Progressive Era, even though it existed in
engineering circles since the 1880s (Supported)
H3: Labor Strife. The systems perspective intensified as labor strife increased in intensity (Supported, inverse u)
how did a shift in time sense affect labor discipline?

Questions?

How did this new understanding relate to the
restructuring of work habits?
How far did the shift in time sense influence the
understanding of time of working people?

transition was blurred by the process of acclimatization
protracted and fraught with conflict because all of society and its cultural norms and values
had to change to accommodate the emerging industrial society.
dramatic changes in manufacturing techniques during the 19th century, which demanded greater
synchronization of labor and a greater exactitude of time routines in society.
workers had to develop a time sense through technological conditioning
{Thompson, 1967 #4332}

factory owners used time measurement
as a means for exploiting the workers.

Pre-industrial society: “Time is passed”
Industrial society: “Time is spent”
sharp attack on popular customs, sports and holidays,
as Puritanism dictated that work served as a form of
morality that kept you out of trouble
Schools begin to teach “industry, frugality, order and regularity.”
Arguments

i) resistance, as workers prefer idleness because they
have no clear conception of time;

Implications
Worker habits
change in
three stages:

ii) acclimatization, as workers are taught the
importance of time;
iii) acceptance / competition, as workers accept the
rigors of the new time discipline, but learn to engage in
intense contests for the control of time

pre-1850 ( to the present) managerial capitalism
post-1850: market economy, characterized by perfect.
transition ( revolutionary) transferred company operations from the owner to a full salaried manager
{Chandler, 1977 #2458}

necessitated by the requirements of operating the first
truly modern enterprise – the railroad

compelled to devise new managerial structures. (catalyst)

created a skilled managerial class to supervise the activities of the large modern enterprise and a system of cost
accounting to measure returns from investment.
transition to bureaucratization through the lens of authority.

Move to
bureaucratic

influenced by Nietzsche (existentialism) and by the Chicago school’s emphasis on empirical verification.
Focus on subordination of citizens to an industrial way of life.

(C)opyright Fabrice Cavarretta, 2003-2005
All maps from http://ot.cavarretta.com

Descriptive

“All authority relations have in common that those in command cannot fully control
those who obey. To be effective, authority depends on the assumption that
subordinates will follow instructions in terms of the spirit rather than the letter of
the rule” (Bendix, xlv).

authority cannot
function without
inequality. But...

Identify two ideologies of management, social class and bureaucracies.
He examines the transition to the latter through comparisons between England, Russian and the United States.
Ideologies are used to justify the dominance of the few over the many.

Classic

Gist

Bureaucracies are an institutionalization of that ideology.
Ideologies and systems of authority exhibit path dependence.
Comparative studies like this place ideas in context, which illuminates non-intuitive ideas that wouldn’t come to light otherwise.

Ideologies used in enterprises
by the few to justify their
command/authority/domination
of the many, e.g.,

{Bendix, 1956 #52}

Arguments

B. Frames for
comparing
ideologies and
their evolution

1. Western justifications: excellence of few, possibility
of social mobility from many to few, etc.
2. Soviet justifications: management by the few solves
problem of worker
social-alienation/worker-mechanization by providing
opportunity for common undertaking built for the
common good

1.
Entrepreneurial
versus
managerial
ideologies:

A. Enterpreneurial ideologies concerned with acceptance or
development of new industry (justifying new authority relations)
against antagonistic social groups
B. Managerial ideologies justify increasing delegation of authority
over the many due to the forces of bureaucratization coupled with
increasing desire of few to enjoy their privileges while shurking
their age-old concomitant obligations

2. Differing degrees
of Governmental
Control/Authority
/Influence

A. State-oriented ideologies concerned with justifying
authority relations with reference to the supreme
authority of the state (Tsar, Party, etc.)
B. Non-state-oriented ideologies concerned with
justification of authority relations to other powerful
groups (aristocracy, etc.) and in justifying the class
system more generally

England: non state/entrepreneurial
Oucome

USA: non state/managerial
Russia: state/entrepreneurial
East Germany: state/managerial

Behavior strongly influenced by feeling (relay assembly test room)
Topics

Workers act as social animal (wiring room)

that “workers are not isolated, unrelated individuals;
they are social animals and should be treated as such”

{Roethlisberger, 1941 #442}

Beginning of HR School
{Roethlisberger, 1939 #3445}
Authors

{Mayo, 1933 #3183}
{Homans, 1958 #2884}

Hawthorne

reconceptualization of industrial organization as a social system.
important role that informal organization plays in industrial organization.
group’s activities and satisfactions / dissatisfactions to be viewed as a complex system of patterns of interrelationships (Bank Wiring
Observation Room)
informal group norms and status structure determine productivity and output levels.
Motivation

used in ...

{Ross, 1991 #3465}
Various methodological issues yet: subjects pressured to do well

{Carey, 1967 #4200}
{Sonnenfeld, 1985 #489}

firms are made up of people with needs, not just bodies who complete tasks

Against Taylor

former president of the New Jersey Bell Telephone Company and a man of varied experience in business, academic and government organizations.
Underestimation of the variability of individual behavior and its impact on organizational effectiveness.
theory of cooperation stressed the joint importance of factors emanating from the system as a whole and from the individual member.
theory of authority stresses personal predilection and perception as elements in the acceptance or rejection of authority.
{Barnard,
1938 #35}

concepts of effectiveness and efficiency,
focus on motivational elements than on structural features
i) willingness to cooperate
three requirements for organization:

ii) common purpose;
iii) communication.

an attempt to win over the “hearts and souls” of the workers to ensure their cooperation in building effective organizations.
incentives as a means of inducing the members of an
organization to cooperate in achieving the
organization’s objectives served :

the cornerstone of the human relations perspective: "inducement-contribution" theory
direct intellectual predecessor to March and Simon’s behavioral theories.

1. “Management is responsible for organizing the elements of productive enterprise – money,
materials, equipment, people – in the interest of economic ends.
2. With respect to people, this is a process of directing their efforts, motivating them, controlling
their actions, modifying their behavior to fit the needs of the organization.
3. Without this active intervention by management, people would be passive – even resistant – to
organizational needs. They must therefore be persuaded, rewarded, punished, controlled – their
activites must be directed. This is management’s task. We often sum it up by saying that
management consists of getting things done through other people.

Theory X: scientific
management: people
hate their work

4. The average man is by nature indolent – he works as little as possible.

Behind this
conventional theory
there are several
additional beliefs –
less explicit, but
widespread:

{McGregor,
1957 #346}

5. He lacks ambition, dislikes responsibility, prefers to be led
6. He is inherently self-centered, indifferent to organizational needs.
7. He is by nature resistant to change
8. He is gullible, not very bright, the ready dupe of the charlatan and the
demagogue.” (McGregor 1957)

1. “Management is responsible for organizing the elements of productive enterprise – money, materials,
equipment, people – in the interest of economic ends
2. People are not by nature passive or resistant to organizational needs. They have become so as a result of
experience in organizations.
Theory Y: work
can be source of
satisfaction

3. The motivation, the potential for development, the capacity for assuming responsibility, the readiness to
direct behavior toward organizational goals are all present in people. Management does not put tem there. It is
the responsibility of management to make it possible for people to recognize and develop these human
characteristics for themselves.
4. The essential task of management is to arrange organizational conditions and methods of operation so that
people can achieve their own goals best by directing their own efforts toward organizational objectives.”
(McGregor 1957)

People will self direct and self control if commited to org. obj.
{McGregor, 1957 #346}
{Roy, 1960 #447}

"Banana Time": job satisfaction and informal interaction

Important and productive social theorist and researcher

HR/OB
Persp.

Background on Blau

Focused on social stratification and social structure, though theoretical work and research methods
varied substantially throughout career
His work spans 1954-1994, this study one of his first
Sought to refine Weber’s theory of bureaucracy with attention to informal organization

Overview of
“Consultation
Among
Colleagues”

“Stimulated by
Weber’s theoretical
analysis of
bureaucracy”

Also stimulated by Roethlisberger and Dickson’s study of informal norms
of industrial workers in the late 1930’s, which found that informal norms
(complemented by status structure) controlled output
Also influenced by Barnard (1938), Selznick (1948), and Gouldner (Patterns of Industrial
Bureaucracy, 1954)

Empirical account of informal processes within bureaucratic work group in federal government (micro-level analysis)
In particular, processes of social exchange that
promote social integration and status differentiation
(Exchange theory developed in detail in later work.)

Looking at social/psychological processes
that govern social relations and work
practices in a bureaucracy

Work group responsible for enforcing gov. regulations (16 agents, 1 supervisor)
Supervisor responsible for oversight, quality control, and evaluation
Federal
Bureaucracy

Agents formally expected to
work individually and seek
advice of supervisor if
problems arose

Context
and Rules

Consultation w/ supervisor was recorded in agent’s diary (file)
This preserved bureaucratic structure, individual accountability, and the
supervisor’s authority and oversight

Accuracy of decisions crucial (public legal action often followed)
Difficult nature of the job

Difficult to ascertain how general and complex regulations applied to a particular case
Evaluations depended on making the right decisions, and the formal rules penalized
agents for seeking advice of supervisor and forbade them from consulting peers.

Requests for information as a time-saving device (no discrimination regarding who was consulted)
Formal
/
Informal

{Blau, 1963
#4196}

Informal
Peer
Consultation

Questioning agent looks dumb but gets the help he needs (potentially
leading to lower status and self-confidence)

Consultation as exchange
of values (both
participants get something
and pay something)

Consultations
(seeking advice)

Consultation pairs

Advisor gets implicit acknowledgement of superior competence but
has to take time from his work
Collateral advantages for experts (increased confidence and ability to
distribute questions)

Avoided rejection and negative status implications
Prevented isolation and relieved anxiety

Popular practice of sharing difficult/unique cases
Consultation in Disguise

Allowed agents to think out loud, relieve anxiety
Benefits

Provided potential for enhanced status
Avoided costs of obvious consultations
Consultation was a coping mechanism for the problems
that the formal organization created.
Increased social cohesion

Why did the agents break the rule?

Consultation provided
numerous advantages

Improved the quality of work
Stimulated interest in work
Stabilized relationships and clarified status structure,
preventing conflict with evaluations and promotions
Reinforced competence/status differences

Consultation’s disadvantages

Made frequent transfers more disruptive
Weakened the authority of supervisor

It preserved supervisor’s authority
Why did the rule persist?

Bureaucratic accountability
Consultations were new, and the rule may change in response to them (formal adjustments take time)

Implications for Theory

What are the functions of informal norms? Might informal norms develop that work against the formal
organization rather than complement it? (Example?)
Will informal norms exist in all formal organizations?
Are “exchanges of values” at the heart of interactions within organizations?

Informal Org authors: Barnard, Blau, Selznick,
Braverman, Burawoy
Is it just another way to control workers?
Several decades of

See "Informal Organization Author Matrix" in Chong
{Perrow, 1986 #401}

worker satisfaction and productivity

Critiques
Does it work?

Several decades of
research has
demonstrated no
relationship between
{Pfeffer, 1997 #409}

worker satisfaction and productivity,
supervisory behavior or leadership style and worker productivity,
between job enlargement and worker satisfaction or productivity,
between participation in decision making and satisfaction or productivity.

Where positive relations among these variables have been observed, the direction may be opposite to that predicted:
productivity producing satisfaction, or productivity influencing supervisory style, rather than ice versa
See motivation critiques
See emotions effects: Staw 94 proves that positive display has a positive effect on performance (display, not feeling)barbul

Organizational
Development

Drew from HR perspective: "participation and empowerment"
Based on ...
offshoot of systems theory -- concerned with system design

began in the mid-60s to the 70s.

{Scott, 1981 #4409, p97}: “contingency theory remains ‘the dominant approach to organization design’ as well as the most widely utilized
contemporary theoretical approach to the study of organizations.”
{Pfeffer, 1997 #409, p158}, “With some notable exceptions, structural contingency theory has since virtually faded from the research and
managerial literature scene.”
{Thompson, 1967 #519} begins.
Goal: reconcile open and closed
system schools of thought.

attention to environmental factors in shaping organizational action
propositions concerning the actions of rational organizations, around “contingency avoidance”
different amounts of environmental uncertainty place different requirements on organizations

{Lawrence, 1967 #315} coin the
actual term “contingency theory”.

rapid rates of change vs. stable and placid environment
{Chandler, 1977 #2458}. Strategy
size, scale, technology {Woodward, 1958 #3911} {Perrow, 1967 #3912}

Expansion to consider other variables:

geography, uncertainty, individual predispositions of participants, resource dependency, national or cultural
differences, scope and organizational life cycle.
There is no one best way to organize

{Galbraith, 1973 #3913}: the two underlying assumptions of contingency theory (reaction to rational
systems model stream of thought and administrative theorists seeking generalizable principles)

Any way of organizing is not equally effective.

{Scott, 1981 #4409} adds a third assumption: “The best way to organize depends on the nature of the environment to which the organization relates.”

Neoclas. OT

Contingency

{Pfeffer, 1997 #409} , citing {Pfeffer, 1982 #3915} : “the consonance hypothesis is another fundamental of contingency theory: organizations that have
structures that more closely fit the requirements of the context will be more effective than those who do not.”
{Donaldson, 1995 #3916} ( the latest work in the field?): organizations change to better fit their context.
see all misc/uncertainty
Lack of clarity. rather a “orienting strategy” and that
the “theoretical” statements are ambiguous.
{Schoonhoven, 1981 #465}
lists several weaknesses,
largely related to the
empirical verification:

Blurs the fact that
empirical interaction
is being predicted.

Interaction between two variables (say, structure and technology) predicts third
variable (organizational effectiveness). Needs explicit recognition of the fact that
contingency arguments produce interactive propositions.

Fails to provide clues about the specific form of the
interaction intended.
Critiques

What does it mean, precisely to “match” or “fit” the
environmental or technological context?

Implication is that in practice, this interaction function
may be broadly interpreted.

Empirical support for consonance hypothesis mixed.
Pfeffer

Concepts in theory too abstract, too disconnected from actual decision variables.
Difficulty making sense of highly aggregated agglomerations of variables and constructs.
vision is primarily static – a simple correlation of technological attributes with characteristics of formal structure.

{Barley, 1990 #2297}

Tends to ignore human action as a potential cause for observed relations – difficult to explain, then, why identical
structures frequently surround widely divergent technologies.

{Stinchcombe, 1990 #3617}

contingency theory assume one large uncertainty, where uncertainty are everywhere, the essence of
organizational work

see Theory Comparisons

Systems

Katz Kahn
Thompson
Ashby theorem: more variety required of the regulator of a system

Recent
developments?

Authority not much discussed in OT
authority in social psychology: {Tyler, 1997 #5648}
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